TOP APPLICATIONS

ENCOUNTER SERIES
ADVANCED AREA LIGHTING

Dealerships
Parking Areas
Sports Fields
Industrial Complexes

AREA LIGHTING EVOLVED
The EverLast Encounter Series LED area light was developed to provide
property owners with an efﬁcient, durable, feature rich lighting solution
while maintaining an economical price point. Utilizing weather and impact
resistant, precision over optics, the Encounter Series offers type III and type
IV distribution patterns for precise light delivery. Your property for
enhanced security and aesthetics.

Automotive Plants
Roadways
Walkways

Lumen Packages: Lumen packages ranging from 20,700LM
to 69,500LM provide perfect lighting for any size area or
mounting height.
Mounting Options: Choose between our knuckle slipﬁtter that
provides 180º of rotation, or our universal arm (UARM) that allows
for single person installation.
IP66 Rating: Sealed against, dirt, dust, and liquids for years
of reliable service with zero maintenance.
Sensor Options: A wide range of popular sensor options to
ensure the ideal operation for every application and lighting
scenario.
10 Year Warranty: Backed by EverLast’s industry leading
10 year, no red-tape warranty.
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BUILT FOR SERVICE

THE ULTIMATE AREA LIGHT PROVIDING SAFETY, SECURITY, AND PROPERTY ILLUMINATION
The Everlast Encounter Series LED area light has been engineered to be a low proﬁle, high output area lighting solution without
compromise. An efﬁcient aluminum heatsink featuring a durable high strength powdercoated ﬁnish, and spacious driver housing compartment allow the Encounter Series to run at lower operating temperatures than competing products. Its user
friendly tool-less entry driver housing makes installation and maintenance a breeze for one person.

The Encounter Series, Built for You.

TOOL-LESS
ACCESS DESIGN
Single person installation and maintenance thanks
to our custom designed driver housing with
tool-less access screws.

ROBUST
DRIVERS+ SURGE
Featuring a powerful Sosen driver, and
10kV surge suppression, the Encounter is built for power,performance and
durability.

OPTIMIZED
HEATSINK DESIGN
Designed for thermal and aerodynamic efﬁciency.
Open back design allows for optimal air ﬂow to
prevent wind stress and improve thermal management.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
Thermal Management: Oversized aluminum driver
housing allows for thermal dissipation .

Customizable: Fully customizable with multiple
wattages, distribution options, sensor integration,
and more.

IP Rated: The IP66 rating ensures that no matter
the conditions, the Encounter will perform. Rain,
snow, sleet and humidity pose no concerns.

Optimized Chip Density: LED chip conﬁgurations
designed for maximum lumen output while mitigating thermal management concerns.

Durability: Die cast aluminum heatsink features a
ruggedized powdercoat ﬁnish that is built to
endure the elements.

Proven Track Record: Backed by an American
company in business for more than 20 years. Our
lights continue to light up America.
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